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Abstract – One of the important functions of
wireless mesh networks is a multi-hop packet
forwarding among fixed wireless routers. The
current proposal for the IEEE 802.11s specification
(i.e., the standardization effort for WLAN-based
mesh networks) focuses on adding such a mesh
functionality into wireless LAN devices in the MAC
layer (L2). Here, a route discovery process for a
destination will be based on its MAC address to find
a multi-hop path towards the destination. Clearly,
in order to achieve the destination’s MAC address
before route discovery, ARP request/reply packets
will be delivered in a multi-hop fashion. This may
cause significant bandwidth consumption due to
uncontrolled ARP flooding. In this paper, we
propose a novel multi-hop ARP scheme (MARP)
for more efficient MAC address resolution in
WLAN-based mesh networks.. Two different
approaches are presented; one for utilizing a proxy
ARP when there is a root portal available, and the
other for integrating route discovery information
into ARP request/reply frames (for on-demand
route establishment) when there is no root portal
available. The preliminary simulation results show
that our proposed MARP reduces the end-to-end
latency as well as the control packet overhead.
1. Introduction
Recently, the wireless mesh network has become an
exciting research area and a popular commercial
application of the ad hoc network. In the traditional ad
hoc network, freely moving nodes can participate in the
network without any pre-built infrastructure. Instant
network organization and mobility support are
important for special purpose applications (e.g.
military or disaster recovery), which are the main
purposes to develop ad hoc technologies. However, due
to their technical difficulties and inherent stand-alone
feature, it is far from the viewpoint of public users who
might want to access the Internet with low cost.
Wireless mesh networks consist of a number of fixed
mesh routers that act as a wireless infrastructure. The
multi-hop wireless connectivity among these routers

can reduce the significant cabling cost for building
infrastructure while supporting Internet access to the
users. Therefore, wireless mesh networks are achieving
commercial success compared to traditional ad hoc
networks. Intelligent transportation systems, public
safety and public internet access are expected to
become popular commercial applications for wireless
mesh networks [1].
A variety of mesh products and technologies [2]
have driven international standardization activities to
develop wireless mesh standards. Especially, the IEEE
802.11s TG has been playing a key role with the aim of
enabling multi-hop communication between WLAN
devices which constitute ESS (Extended Service Set)
mesh to build a small-to-medium-scale wireless
infrastructure [3]. Their current proposal defines
several functions, such as mesh topology learning, path
selection protocol, and forwarding scheme [4]. It also
adopts some enhanced medium access mechanisms
developed in previous standards, for example EDCA
[5]. These functions shall be incorporated in the MAC
layer because the IEEE standardization targets MAC
and physical layers only. Although the 802.11s
standardization activity is still on-going, most of major
specifications are already defined, so just trivial
changes will be made before adoption.
Some problems may newly arise when the MAC
layer handles multi-hop packet routing/forwarding
unlike many existing mesh implementations where the
same is often handled in the network (IP) layer. Here,
we address one such problem that might occur when
the address resolution protocol (ARP) [6] is used
without proper optimization. Note that any destination
address supplied from the application layer is usually
the IP address. Therefore, in general ARP is employed
to achieve the corresponding MAC address of the
target IP address,. If the destination’s IP address
belongs to the same subnet of a source node, an ARP
request initiated by the source node will be
disseminated within the entire subnet. After receiving
the request, the destination sends back an ARP reply to
the source node with its own MAC address, and hence
the source can know the destination’s MAC address.
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Fig. 1 Possible scenarios of ARP reply delivery
The IEEE 802.11s group’s current proposal does
not mention anything about the ARP mechanism. This
is because ARP runs in the upper layer of the 802
standard, and hence out-of-scope. However, it is
important to note that, in the IEEE 802.11s based mesh
networks, ARP requests will be broadcasted within the
entire WDS (Wireless Distribution System) according
to the basic ARP mechanism similar to other wired
LAN networks, resulting in the well-known broadcast
storm problem [7]. In wireless networks, the broadcast
storm caused by flooding consumes a lot of network
bandwidth and significantly degrades the network
performance. We believe that ARP requests will be
repeatedly issued unless the destination MAC address
is known, thus it might occur the broadcast storm and
reduce the network performance. Moreover, in such a
WLAN based mesh networks, ARP reply packets
against the ARP request need to be delivered to the
source in a multi-hop fashion. If a path to the source is
unknown, this will require the destination node to issue
an on-demand route request packet (RREQ) that would
be flooded again to the whole network in the worst case.
In this paper, we propose an efficient multi-hop ARP
mechanism (MARP) to reduce the possible overhead of
ARP flooding in the process of MAC address
resolution. The proposed MARP consists of the two
parts: the use of proxy ARP with a root portal and the
integrated ARP with a route discovery.
The current proposal for the IEEE 802.11s
specification defines a mesh portal (MPP) which acts
as a bridge node between the IEEE 802.11 and
non-802.11 networks (e.g. Ethernet). In the proposal, a
mesh portal is also said to be designated as a root for
tree based routing. If no root portal is available,
on-demand routing is used. In our MARP, if there
exists a root portal, a source node sends a ‘unicast’
ARP request to the root, and then the root responds
with a proxy ARP reply to the source. Otherwise,
on-demand route request information is integrated into
the ARP request frame and route reply information is
also integrated into the ARP reply frame to prevent
redundant flooding caused by the route discovery
process. Consequently, our scheme effectively reduces
end-to-end latency as well as control packet overhead.

2. Problem Definition
In this section, we first describe the ARP delivery
process in WLAN-based mesh networks, and then
show some simulation results to support our argument
of how negatively multi-hop ARP delivery would
influence the network performance.
2.1 The ARP in WLAN-based Mesh Network
Fig. 1 presents an example that depicts the problem
of multi-hop ARP delivery in WLAN-based mesh
networks. In the figure, MP (Mesh Point) nodes relay
frames to others in a router-like hop-by-hop fashion.
MAP (Mesh AP) nodes are access points that provide a
network service to the legacy IEEE 802.11 stations
(STAs), and MPP is a mesh portal. Let us assume that
STA1 associated with MAP1 wants to know the MAC
address of STA3 associated with MAP2. Now, an ARP
request initiated by STA1 will be converted to the
IEEE 802.11s 4-address MAC header in the MAP1,
broadcasted to the entire distribution system, and then
eventually forwarded to the final destination, STA3, by
MAP2. When STA3 sends back an ARP reply to STA1,
there are several possible scenarios.
Fig. 1(a) represents the simplest scenario that
MAP2 knows a direct path to the destination (i.e.,
STA1) already. In this case, MAP2 can simply use this
path for delivering the ARP reply. Whereas, Fig. 1(b)
represents the case when MAP2 does not know any
path to the destination but knows the fact that there is a
root portal. In this case, MAP2 forwards the ARP reply
to the root portal. In the Hybrid Wireless Mesh
Protocol (HWMP) which is a default path selection
protocol [3] in the current IEEE 802.11s proposal, a
MPP can be configured for building a tree based
topology. It means that a MPP becomes a root portal to
make a tree-shaped routing path rooted in itself, and
other nodes send packets to the root unless they know a
direct path to the destination. Since a root knows a path
to each node, it can deliver the receiving ARP reply to
the destination.
Finally, the scenario depicted in Fig. 1(c) shows the
case when on-demand route discovery is necessary for
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2.2 A Simulation Study
We have performed a simulation study to examine how
multi-hop ARP delivery impacts the network
performance. We modified ns-2 [8] codes to emulate
the operation of the WLAN mesh network based on the
current proposal for the IEEE 802.11s standard. As
seen in Fig. 2 for the modified block diagram, we
replaced the routing agent to the dummy agent in the
network layer so that the application data directly pass
to the lower layer. The L2 routing agent lies under the
link layer to resolve routing paths with the MAC
address. As a result, an ARP request is generated
before initiating the route discovery operation and
forwarded within the entire network.
In our simulation model, total 32 nodes are
randomly deployed in 1000m×1000m square area, and
one of them is configured as a mesh portal. We assume
the last scenario in the previous section, so a portal
does not make a tree-shape route path, and the only
on-demand route discovery is performed. A packet is
sent at every half second with 512-byte payload. We
vary traffic patterns according to how many packets are
destined to the Internet. Packets towards the Internet
are sent to the mesh portal, but other packets are sent to
randomly selected destinations within the network.
Total simulation time is 200 seconds and we repeat
each scenario five times with different random seed
numbers. Link speed is set to 11Mbps.

Fig. 3 depicts the proportion of the total size of
control and data packets. When all traffic is sent
towards the Internet, control packet overhead including
ARP and RREQ/RREP is relatively small. Since the
destination is always the mesh portal, each node
requires route discovery and ARP request/reply to be
performed only once. However, when all traffic is
internal, the total size of control packets increases up to
almost half of the entire traffic.
We measure the end-to-end latency and compare it
with the ideal case that every node already knows
MAC addresses of all other nodes. In this case, ARP is
not employed. We observe that the end-to-end latency
with ARP is average 10 times longer than ideal case as
shown in Fig. 4. We believe, this is due to the time from
sending an ARP request to receiving an ARP reply.
1600
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MAP2 because neither a path to the destination is
known nor any portals do play a role as a root. That is,
MAP2 broadcasts a RREQ frame to find a path to the
destination. Notice that in this scenario, flooding may
occur twice when a user intends to send only one data
frame. In general, as can be seen in Table 1, the value
for ARP timeout is much larger than that of active route
timeout (5 seconds, recommended in the current
proposal of IEEE 802.11s). Therefore, when a node
needs to know the MAC address of a certain
destination, the path to that destination would already
be invalid with high probability. It clearly causes a
RREQ flooding even after the flooding of ARP request.
In the wireless network, flooding overhead is severe
than in the wired network [7]. Although there is a root
portal, ARP requests are always broadcasted within the
entire network, degrading the network performance.
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Fig. 4 Average end-to-end latency
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Fig. 5 Extended ARP packet format
From the simulation result above, we prove that the
current multi-hop ARP delivery significantly increases
end-to-end latency and also consumes network
bandwidth. To alleviate this problem, we investigate an
efficient multi-hop ARP delivery scheme for wireless
LAN based mesh networks.

Consequently, a root portal knows MAC and IP
addresses of every node in the network, and it can reply
to ARP requests for any node in the network. However,
if a root portal receives an ARP request for an unknown
destination, it broadcasts an ARP request to achieve the
MAC address of this destination.

3. Proposed Scheme: Multi-hop ARP

3.2 Integrated ARP and Route Discovery

The proposed Multi-hop ARP (MARP) scheme can be
divided into two parts, based on the network
environment. The first part is for the situation when
there exists a root portal and tree based routing is
enabled. The second case does not have a root portal
and exploits an on-demand routing protocol.

As mentioned earlier, when the root portal does not
exist, wireless LAN mesh requires to use on-demand
routing schemes. The novelty in our scheme is to
combine ARP flooding and the route discovery
process.
Fig. 5 illustrates an ARP encapsulation in the
wireless LAN and our extended ARP packet format
including route discovery information. The IEEE 802.2
LLC encapsulates an IP datagram and ARP request /
reply on the IEEE 802 networks [10]. From the type
field in the 802.2 SNAP (Sub-Network Access
Protocol) header which is an extension of the LLC
header, a protocol used in the network layer can be
distinguished as IP or ARP. We insert RREQ
information at the end of the ARP request and RREP
information at the end of the ARP reply message. We
simply added extension fields at the end of the current
ARP frame format, so this additional information can
be easily ignored for backward compatibility.
Based on the proposed MARP, a node sends an
ARP request integrating RREQ information. Receiving
this packet, intermediate nodes extract RREQ
information from the packet, and they check their route
table. If a route for the source of the ARP request
packet exists in the route table, the node updates this
entry. Otherwise, it creates a new entry for the source
node, and also creates a ‘temporary’ entry for the
destination node. When the ARP request is sent, the
destination MAC address is yet unknown, so
intermediate nodes could not make a valid entry for the
destination. Therefore, in the temporary entry, the
destination address is the IP address according to ARP
request information.

3.1 Proxy ARP in the Root Portal
The basic idea here is that a node unicasts a ARP
request to the root portal, expecting a corresponding
ARP reply from the portal1. To do this, the root portal
must know the MAC and IP addresses of every node in
the network. In the current IEEE 802.11s proposal [3],
a root portal is defined to periodically send root
announcement messages. Then, intermediate nodes are
required to propagate these messages and proactively
setup reverse paths towards the root portal to build a
tree topology. As a result, every node can know a path
to the root.
In the proposed scheme, when a node receives a
root announcement message, it sends a unicast
gratuitous ARP to the root portal. A gratuitous ARP is
an ARP request with the destination IP address same as
the sender’s IP address. Generally, a node broadcasts
gratuitous ARP to check for a duplicate IP address
during the network initialization time. However, in our
scheme, a node unicasts a gratuitous ARP in order to
notify the root of its own IP and MAC addresses. If a
node is a MAP, it is recommended to send additional
gratuitous ARP packets of its client stations.
1

Basically, it is similar to the proxy ARP
mechanism presented in [9].

When the destination node replies to the received
ARP request, it appends RREP information to the ARP
reply. After receiving an ARP reply, intermediate
nodes check the route table again. If a temporary entry
exists that corresponds to the source IP address2 in the
received ARP reply, that node substitutes the
corresponding MAC address in the ARP reply for the
IP address in the temporary entry and updates it as the
valid entry.
Intermediates nodes need to process integrated
messages and to update their route table, so we insert
MARP Packet Capture Module in the MAC layer as
shown in Fig. 6. MARP module captures received
broadcast data frames and check type fields in the
802.2 LLC headers. If a captured frame turns out to be
an integrated ARP request or reply, it accesses the route
table and updates the appropriate route entry.

parameters are the same with the one described in
section 2.
Fig. 7 compares the control packet overhead of the
proposed MARP with others. We define the control
packet overhead as the total size of forwarded control
packets including ARP request/reply and RREQ/RREP.
Although control packet overhead increases as the
traffic ratio towards the Internet decreases, MARP
always shows smaller overhead than the basic ARP
mechanism. The reduced packet overhead of the
proposed MARP is minimum 20% and maximum 52%.
This result reflects the fact that MARP effectively
reduces control packets by integrating ARP and RREQ
flooding together.
As shown in Fig. 8, we observe the end-to-end
latency of MARP is almost same with the ideal case
that ARP is not employed. However, the basic ARP
mechanism shows 10 times longer latency time. This is
because, RREQ broadcasting contends with previous
ARP broadcasting, so these consecutive broadcasted
packets interfere and disturb with each other.
Consequently, it delays the time to receive the ARP
reply and to send the data packet.
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4. Performance Evaluation
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The source address in the ARP reply is same with the
destination address in the ARP request.
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For the evaluation purpose, the proposed MARP is
compared to the basic ARP and no ARP. The basic
ARP is performed without any interaction to the MAC
layer for optimization purpose. It is exactly same with
the operation explained in section 3. No ARP is the
ideal case that every node already knows MAC
addresses of all other nodes, and hence ARP is not
employed.
Our simulation environment is based on the second
part of the proposed MARP. There is no root, and
hence all nodes are fully distributed. AODV is used for
on-demand route discovery. Now, we investigate to
make an implementation of the current proposal of the
IEEE 802.11s standard into ns-2, but this work is not
completed yet. Therefore, we only show preliminary
results of the simulation study in this paper. Simulation

Fig. 7 Control packet overhead
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6. Conclusion
In this paper, we concentrate on the possible problems
when the wireless LAN based mesh network (e.g. IEEE
802.11s) is deployed. We have shown that the current
ARP mechanism might consume significant network
bandwidth unless proper optimization is adopted. To
alleviate this problem, we propose an efficient
multi-hop ARP mechanism, named MARP. The
proposed MARP utilizes proxy ARP and integrates
route request/reply information into ARP request/reply
frames for on-demand route establishment. Our
preliminary result shows the proposed MARP reduces
end-to-end latency as well as control packet overhead.
Future work would include extended simulation results
and experiments on the mesh testbed.

